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People Should
Know When They are Conquered

(A clearing in a Bavarian forest. Autumn

and dawn petering out.)

An officer asks the Roman General,

“Will they fight, Sir?”

“I don’t know,” he replied pensively.

A galloping horse with an oddly

shaped rider pierces the otherwise quiet

morning. The rider is oddly shaped because

it has been decapitated.

A barbarian chief steps out into the

clearing from his concealment and shouts

some gibberish. He brandishes a huge

axe in one hand and holds up the

decapitated head of the rider in the other.
The rider was obviously the messenger of

the Roman army, sent to the barbarians

with an offer to the barbarians to surrender

without bloodshed to The Empire. The

chieftain hurls the head towards the

Roman line.

The general, with a pained look in

his eyes, whispers softly, “They say no.”

Quintus, the second in command

replies icily, “People should know when

they are conquered.”

The general replies, “Will you, Quintus?

Will I?”

As the general leaves to mount

his horse, he adds, “At my signal,

unleash hell.”

What followed was truly hell

unleashed with a total rout of the

barbarian hordes. The barbarians were

no match for the superior firepower,

tactics and discipline of the first

professional army the world has ever

known: the Roman Legion. Huge burning

pots of oil from ballistas and flaming

arrows were hurled into the hordes to

soften the enemy. Infantry foot soldiers

marching in step, pilum in hand, the

“Roman Turtle” engaged the barbarians

man to man, pinning the enemy. Finally,

the superior mobile Roman cavalry mauled

the barbarians from behind.

Movie buffs would know that the

above describes the opening scene

of the movie epic “Gladiator”, starring

Russell Crowe as the Roman General

Maximus Desmus Meridius. Maximus

was prescient when he said to Quintus,

“Will you, Quintus? Will I?” Because

later on, he was betrayed and his

family was killed by the Roman

Emperor Commodus, when Maximus
refused to cooperate with the latter.

The recent issue of continuing

medical education (CME) generated

the usual amount of letters to the press

forum and news coverage that one

would expect. Of course, The Straits

Time Editorial wasted no time in hurling

“shame” at doctors, just as it took

some unfounded offence at a certain

SMA Position Paper in 2000. Oh well,

we should get used to the abuse.

But why always doctors? Are there

no other issues in healthcare to tackle?

Why not someone else to maul and

mangle for once?

I was told that in the Singapore

Command and Staff College (SCSC)

of SAF, they teach the rationale behind

wars. Wars should only be fought when:

a) You think you can win the war; or

b) If you don’t fight, you will surely

be destroyed. So you might as

well fight.

I have never been to the SCSC,

so I won’t know if the above is true.

My apologies to SAF if what my boss

told me on the above is incorrect. In

any case, it makes a lot of sense.

So there will always be people

who want to point their muzzles at

doctors. Doctors are perceived to be

rich. They profess to be caring and

good (i.e. high standards to live up to).

They are a small group that cannot

cause much unrest (c.v. unionised

labour and thousands and thousands

of factory workers). Doctors are vocal,

but when the crunch comes, they

generally lack battlefield courage. At

most, all doctors can do is to sign a

lame petition (yawn). Doctors are also

supposed to be smart (although with
the government’s talent distribution

policy, doctors are not always that smart

– just look at some of the arguments

that get printed).

Yet, doctors are highly visible in

healthcare and society.

In other words, doctors are always

juicy targets to hit. What better and

more convenient target than a small

group of people who are supposed

to be smart, rich, and nice, but do not

live up to being so nice or smart?

It’s also a nice perception given to

the public that if you solve problems

relating to doctors, you can solve the

problems of healthcare. Doctors are

the fall guys of healthcare.

Never mind if there are other issues

more pressing to solve. Pressing issues

may also stir up hornets’ nests. Issues

like patient privacy and confidentiality

standards in electronic medical records

(or the lack thereof); regulation of

weight loss/wellness centres, regulation

of traditional medicine other than

traditional Chinese medicine, overseas

laboratories offering services here and

masquerading as local boys; advertising

H o b b i t

...doctors should take CME in perspective.
More CME won’t kill us. So maybe we shouldn’t
fight so much. All these angst and resistance
are futile.
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Afather ranted and raved when

the Ministry of Education

announced recently that it

will annotate all certificates (for PSLE,

GCE ‘O’ and ‘A’ levels) when children

are given special arrangements such

as time extensions in cases when

children have learning disabilities.

“This is discrimination! How can you

stigmatise children like this?”

Somehow, this reminded me of

doctors ranting and raving about the

intention of tying a doctor’s practice

licence to collection of CME points.

No system is perfect. Invariably, we

will grumble at change, especially

change that affects us.

Our new CEO had implored us to

read Who Moved My Cheese? a modern

fable with useful lessons by a medical

doctor. In that book, which most of

us will take a day or two to read*

(my boss says you can read it in an hour),

you will learn about how change is

inevitable and that we must anticipate

change and make the necessary

adjustments before it occurs.

I shall share with you some of the

gems (or should I say cheese) I learnt:

ANTICIPATE CHANGE

The writing has been on the wall for some

time already. Most developed countries

have some kind of continuing medical

education. Some countries like Canada

have medical audits that check on your

practice. If you fail the audit, you will be

obliged (actually forced) to take a CME

course and pass an examination. In the

US, board certification as a specialist is

not forever, it is time limited. If we are

ever to consider ourselves first world, we

must surely act and behave like first world

countries. CME is a first world type activity

and it has been around for a while.

ADAPT TO CHANGE QUICKLY

I cannot think of any alternative to

CME, short of asking doctors to take

examinations all over again. With the

exploding knowledge base, it is

necessary to refresh oneself. Instead of

grumbling about how busy we are,

realise that CME is also a chance to

reflect on lifelong learning and societal

paradigm shifts. Make an effort to find

out how you can earn the CME points

and what needs to be done. I am

reminded that CME is like a form of

self-discipline, which will get easier once

the inertia against change is overcome.

ENJOY CHANGE

I think CME points on the whole are not

difficult to obtain especially if one works

in an institution. But for many, time is

always a premium in our time-starved

world. Some have remarked that we

need 36 hours a day for 8 days in order

to complete our work in a week. So how

can we creatively earn CME points?

Make an effort to spend some time

every week to attend a talk. There are

many such talks and some are organised

in very comfortable surroundings.

Information on these talks is available

online or through a simple phone call

to the Singapore Medical Council (SMC,

Tel: 6372 3060). I would suggest that

you bring along your better half to

make it a social event as well. Or gather

your friends and instead of going for a

game of golf, sit down at a CME event.

Or organise a class reunion every now

and then and get one specialist

colleague to talk.  ■

* Unfortunately, reading this will not get you
any CME points.

Who Moved My Cheese? By Dr Daniel Fung, Deputy Editor
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disguised as press conferences, press

statements, health talks and so on, are

best left alone. Then there is the mother

of all hornets’ nests: The need for a means

test. Not many want to understand

these difficult issues, let alone solve

them. Hammering highly visible doctors

on stuff like CME is far easier – fight

when you can win the war.

On the other hand, doctors should

take CME in perspective. More CME

won’t kill us. So maybe we shouldn’t

fight so much. All these angst and

resistance are futile.

One last word: The Roman Army

did not win on numbers. They were

often outnumbered three to one

by enemies from England to Africa,

and from Spain to Persia. However,

they won on superior equipment,

training, tactics, and above all, Roman

discipline. They fought according

to a superior battle plan and

held the line, which is more than I

could say generally of us doctors.

We are individualistic, egotistical,

ill-disciplined and lacking in strategy.

Writing letters to the forum solves

nothing when you are already out-

numbered. Signing petitions does

even less. To fight a well-prepared

enemy coming in from more than

one front, we need strategy, courage

more desperate than our enemies,

and discipline.

If not, people should know when

they are conquered.  ■

P e r s o n a l l y  S p e a k i n g

... change is inevitable ... we must anticipate change
and make the necessary adjustments before it occurs.


